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The 2022 Russian invasion of Ukraine tends
to be seen as concerning not only for
Ukraine’s existence, but also Russia’s
future. 123 Although it seemed that Putin
singlehandedly ordered this invasion 4, his
fateful decision is bringing to a crescendo
Russia’s long time reckoning with its own
national idea over the past three decades
since the collapse of the Soviet Union. This
war is unravelling deeply existentialist
questions about the trajectory of the Russian
Federation as a successor state of the USSR:
how to reckon itself with its past legacy of the
Russian Empire and the Soviet Union, how to
conceptualise its national idea of the present,
and what to make of Russia’s paths for its
future.
Reckonings with Russia’s past:
A dissection of Putin’s two speeches
immediately before the war finds a concoction
of pure ideological arguments derived from
Russian imperialist thinking which contends
the simple existence of Ukraine. 5 While the
specific support of such revisionist
perceptions of the past among the Russian
public as justifying a full scale invasion of
Ukraine is contentious amongst Russia’s
increasingly totalitarian environment 6, this
war will trigger a fundamental soul-searching

in Russian society concerning the broader
question of Russia’s imperial legacy one way
or another. Emerging from the unique
historical trajectory of a ‘subaltern’ Russian
empire 7 vis-a-vis the West followed by the
internationalist
and
rhetorically
antiimperialist project of the Soviet Union which
nonetheless exhibited imperialistic practices 8,
while ironically compounded by both the
USSR’s relatively peaceful collapse and
Russia’s subsequently painful decade of
capitalist transition and perceived humiliation,
Russian society as a whole has not only to yet
come to sufficient terms with its imperialist
legacy, but also saw its imperialistic
sentiments amplified by Putin’s regime in
pursuit of its political trajectory. As a postimperial nation 9, the broader resonance of
Russian imperialist sentiments thus reaches
beyond the core Russian monarchic circles,
especially concerning the status of Ukraine.
Here, the phenomenon of imperial
syndrome 10 in Russia, especially concerning
such a closely perceived nation whose status
is seen as fundamentally linked to Russia’s
own identity construction, thus resulted in the
current scenario of a Russian society
particularly sympathetic with such an
imperialistic view towards Ukraine. However,
as the devastations of this war, defiant
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Ukrainian resistance, and international
geopolitical consequences steadily dawn on
Russian society, the Putin regime’s identity
construction of Russia based on the political
legitimacy derived from the memory of
Russia’s anti-fascist credentials of World War
II will be increasingly shaken to its core by the
counternarrative of Russia as a perennially
imperialistic power of its own towards its
‘brotherly nations’ like Ukraine.
Reckonings of Russia’s present:
The progress of this war will also provide a
painful reckoning with Russia’s current
manifestation and what it stands for in the
present. Putin’s regime, in the pursuit of
Russia’s perceived interests in Ukraine, has
over the last eight years since the Maidan
revolution chosen to pursue a policy based on
coercion and then, with its initiation of full
scale war, on pure compellence, abandoning
any soft power efforts of winning the hearts
and minds of the Ukrainian people in favour
of utilizing hard power to prevent Ukraine from
moving closer towards Europe and the West
at all costs. Such a logic is hardly surprising
considering the current state of Russia’s soft
power capacities, especially for the Eastern
European countries on its Western flank
between itself and the EU. Today’s Russia,
Ishchenko argues, offers little in terms of
attraction to the world even compared to the
Soviet Union, whose universal ideology and
economic achievements, however flawed
they may be, once drew mass movements of
admiration. Instead, for countries like
Ukraine, the question of “what can Russia
offer” now provides little except for the violent
absorption of the country into Russia and the
denial of Ukrainians as a distinct people. 11
Meanwhile, Putin’s war will likely render even
the niche soft power attractions of Russia’s
cultural heritage and political positioning as a
joker on the international scene 12much less
effective due to the negative impact of
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine on its
international reputation. Regardless of the
military outcomes, this war thus reveals to
Russian
society
that
the
ultimate
transformation of the Russian idea under
Putin is towards the logic of autocratic

imperialism,
formulated
with
little
consideration for the logic of voluntary
attraction at home and abroad.
Wither the paths of Russia’s future
Finally, the reckonings with Russia’s past and
the realization of Russia’s current trajectory
under the Putin regime clearly presents the
crossroads Russia is now facing in terms of
its future as a nation. Provided that a more
global catastrophe does not immediately
follow, this war will provide the final
acceleration towards a most repressive form
of Russian imperialism as well as the
demonstration of its limitations. Putin’s
regime seems to increasingly abandon its soft
power efforts in favour of solely hard power
compellence, but as Russia’s hard power
limitations are increasingly apparent due to
the country’s economic fragility 13 and military
weakness 14, it seems increasingly likely that
Russia simply lacks the hard power
capacities to carry through its brute force
approach to impose its will on Ukraine, let
alone for its other objectives. The question to
the agency of Russian leaders and Russian
society is thus whether they will ultimately
prove to support Putin’s imperialist legacy, or
whether this war will prove the catalyst to shift
their country, in light of such realistic
constraints, towards another national idea
away from hard power imperialism towards
the greater utilization of soft power as the
basis of its global standing. As Kenya’s
Ambassador to the United Nations argue 15, it
is normal for countries to want closer relations
with their perceived brethren, but such
yearnings should not be pursued by force. An
alternative path for Russia can thus take
inspiration from Germany, where only after
the abandonment of its imperialistic hard
power ambitions faded after World War II did
its soft power successfully manifest, allowing
Germany to arguably achieve a greater
leadership role in Europe by attraction than
what its preceding imperialist rulers cannot
achieve by compellence. The chances of
such a radical reconceptualization of Russia’s
national idea is uncertain, but such an
evolution seems plausible, even likely in the
long term due to the unsustainability of the
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current Russian model. A shift towards the
German model would thus similarly push
Russia to abandon imperialism towards soft
power, although the precise manifestations
such a new Russian regime would be difficult

to predict due to the different geopolitical
landscape in the centre of Eurasia.
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